Trump racing toward 2024 Biden rematch

BY JORDAN FABIAN
Bloomberg News

Former President Donald Trump put himself on the cusp of clinching the Republican presidential nomination after the Iowa caucuses forced his main rival, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, out of the race. Several organizations called the race for Trump almost immediately after polls closed at 8 p.m. Eastern time.

The back-to-back wins put Trump on track to deliver a knockout blow to Haley next month in her home state of South Carolina and turn his attention to an all-but-certain rematch with President Joe Biden. Haley—who switched 43.2% of GOP primary votes, compared to Trump’s 54.5%, with 95% of ballots counted—will now face tough questions about the viability of her campaign, since there’s little evidence she has significant support in the next early-voting states.
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Sacramento hardware store closing after 75 years in business

The Sacramento Bee

Store manager Jeff Ford, left, who has worked at Hollywood Hardware for 27 years, shakes hands with a customer on Tuesday. The store will be closing its doors after 75 years.
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